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Abstract

Most recent person re-identification approaches are
based on the use of deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). These networks, although effective in multiple
tasks such as classification or object detection, tend to focus
on the most discriminative part of an object rather than re-
trieving all its relevant features. This behavior penalizes the
performance of a CNN for the re-identification task, since
it should identify diverse and fine grained features. It is
then essential to make the network learn a wide variety of
finer characteristics in order to make the re-identification
process of people effective and robust to finer changes.

In this article, we introduce Deep Miner, a method that
allows CNNs to “mine” richer and more diverse features
about people for their re-identification. Deep Miner is
specifically composed of three types of branches: a Global
branch (G-branch), a Local branch (L-branch) and an
Input-Erased branch (IE-branch). G-branch corresponds to
the initial backbone which predicts global characteristics,
while L-branch retrieves part level resolution features. The
IE-branch for its part, receives partially suppressed fea-
ture maps as input thereby allowing the network to “mine”
new features (those ignored by G-branch) as output. For
this special purpose, a dedicated suppression procedure for
identifying and removing features within a given CNN is in-
troduced. This suppression procedure has the major benefit
of being simple, while it produces a model that significantly
outperforms state-of-the-art (SOTA) re-identification meth-
ods. Specifically, we conduct experiments on four standard
person re-identification benchmarks and witness an abso-
lute performance gain up to 6.5% mAP compared to SOTA.

1. Introduction

In recent years, person re-identification (Re-ID) has at-
tracted major interest due to its important role in various
computer vision applications: video surveillance, human
authentication, human-machine interaction etc. The main
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Figure 1: Deep Miner Model Architecture. Given a stan-
dard CNN backbone, several branches are created to en-
rich and diversify the features for the purpose of person re-
identification. The proposed Deep Miner model is made
of three types of branches: (i) The main branch G (in or-
ange) is the original backbone and predicts the standard
global features fg; (ii) Several Input-Erased (IE) branches
(in green) that takes as input erased feature maps and pre-
dict mined features fe1 and fe2 ; (iii) The local branch (in
blue) that outputs local features fl and in which a uniform
partition strategy is employed for part level feature reso-
lution as proposed by [38]. In the global branch, and the
bottom IE Branch, attention modules are used in order to
improve their feature representation.

objective of person Re-ID is to determine whether a given
person has already appeared over a network of cameras,
which technically implies a robust modelling of the global
appearance of individuals. The Re-ID task is particularly
challenging because of significant appearance changes – of-
ten caused by variations in the background, the lightening
conditions, the body pose and the subject orientation w.r.t.
the recording camera.

In order to overcome these issues, one of the main goals
of person Re-ID models is to produce rich representations
of any input image for person matching. Notably, CNNs are
known to be robust to appearance changes and spatial loca-
tion variations, as their global features are invariant to such
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Figure 2: Feature visualization for three examples.
Warmer color denotes higher value. The global branch
(second column) focuses only on some features but ignores
other important ones. Thanks to the Input Erased branches
(third and fourth columns), Deep Miner discovers new im-
portant features (localized by the black boxes). For in-
stance, in the first row, the IE-branches are more attentive
to the person pant. In the second row, they discover some
patterns on the coat and get attentive to its cap. In the third
row, they find out the plastic bag. The local branch (last
column) helps the network to focus on local features such
as the shoes of the subject or the object handled by the sub-
ject in the second row.

transformations. Nevertheless, the aforementioned global
features are prone to ignore detailed and potentially relevant
information for identifying specific person representations.
To enforce the learning of detailed features, attention mech-
anisms and aggregating global part-based representations
were introduced in the literature, yielding very promising
results [5, 7, 31]. Specifically, attention mechanisms allow
to reduce the influence of background noise and to focus
on relevant features, while part-based models divide feature
maps into spatial horizontal parts thereby allowing the net-
work to focus on fine-grained and local features.

Despite their observed effectiveness in various tasks,
these approaches do not provide ways to enrich and diver-
sify an individual’s representation. In fact, deep learning
models are shown to exhibit a biased learning behavior
[4, 3, 32]; in the sense that they retrieve sufficiently partial
attributes concepts which contribute to reduce the training
loss over the seen classes, rather than learning all-sided

details and concepts. Basically, deep networks tend to
focus on surface statistical regularities rather than more
general abstract concepts. This behavior is problematic
in the context of re-identification, since the network is
required to provide the richest and most diverse possible
representations.

In this paper, we propose to address this problem by
adding Input Erased Branches (IE-Branch) into a standard
backbone. Precisely, an IE-Branch takes partially removed
feature maps as input in the aim of producing (that is
“mining”) more diversified features as output (as depicted
in Figure 2). In particular, the removed regions correspond
quite intuitively to areas where the network has strong
activations and are determined by a simple suppression
operation (see subsection 3.2). The proposed Deep Miner
model is therefore made as the combination of IE-branches
with local and global branches. The multi-branch architec-
ture of Deep Miner is depicted on Figure 1.

The main contributions brought by this work may be
summarized in the following items: (i) We provide a multi-
branch model allowing the mining of rich and diverse fea-
tures for people re-identification. The proposed model in-
cludes three types of branches: a Global branch (G-branch),
a Local branch (L-branch) and an Input-Erased Branch (IE-
Branch); the latter being responsible of mining extra fea-
tures; (ii) IE-Branches are constructed by adding an erase
operation on the global branch feature maps, thereby allow-
ing the network to discover new relevant features; (iii) Ex-
tensive experiments were conducted on Market1501 [44],
DukeMTMC-ReID [24], CUHK03 [17] and MSMT17[37].
We demonstrate that our model significantly outperforms
the existing SOTA methods on all benchmarks.

2. Related Work
There has been an extensive amount of works around the

problem of people re-identification. This section particu-
larly recalls the main advances and techniques to tackle this
task, which we regroup subsequently in terms of different
approaches:

Part-level features which essentially pushes the model
to discover fine-grained information by extracting features
at a part-level scale. Specifically, this approach consists in
dividing the input image into multiple overlapping parts in
order to learn part-level features [40, 17]. In the same vein,
other methods of body division were also proposed; Pose-
Driven Deep Convolutional (PDC) leverages human pose
information to transform a global body image into normal-
ized part regions, Part-based Convolution Baseline (PCB)
[31] learns part level features by dividing the feature map
equally – Essentially, the network has a 6-branch struc-
ture by dividing the feature maps into six horizontal stripes
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and an independent loss is applied to each strip. Based on
PCB, stronger part based methods were notably developed
[43, 22, 36]. However, theses division strategies usually suf-
fer from misalignment between corresponding parts – be-
cause of large variations in poses, viewpoints and scales.
In order to avoid this misalignment, [38] suggest to con-
catenate the part-level feature vectors into a single vector
and then apply a single loss to the concatenated vector.
This strategy is more effective than applying individual loss
to each part-level feature vector. As shall be seen subse-
quently, we particularly employ this strategy to learn the
local branch of our Deep Miner model.

Metric learning methods contribute also to enhance the
representations power of Re-ID features as notably shown
in [6, 12, 30, 24]. For instance, the batch hard triplet
loss introduced in [12] retrieves the hardest positive and
the hardest negative samples for each pedestrian image in
a batch. Moreover, the soft-margin triplet loss1 [12] ex-
tends the hard triplet loss by using the SOFTPLUS function
to remove the margin hyper-parameter. Finally, authors in
[26] improve the training and testing processes by gallery-
to-gallery affinities and through the use of a group-shuffling
random walk network.

Attention Modules were also suggested to im-
prove the feature representation of Re-ID models
[5, 7, 13, 33, 27, 18, 39]. Specifically, a dual atten-
tion matching network with inter-class and intra-class
attention module that captures the context information
of video sequences was proposed in [27]. In [18], a
multi-task model jointly learns soft pixel-level and hard
region-level attention to improve the discriminative feature
representations. In [39], the final feature embedding is
obtained by combining global and part features through the
use of pose information to learn attention masks.

In the aim of learning fine grained features, a series of
works focus on using erasing methods – in various con-
texts beyond the Re-ID paradigm. We briefly recall the
main works following this approach in the following para-
graph and we particularly emphasize that our proposed
Deep Miner model relies on a feature erasing approach.

Feature erasing methods were commonly used for
weakly-supervised object localization [41, 9, 2]. Techni-
cally, these methods rely on erasing the most discriminative
part to encourage the CNN to detect other parts of an object.
Our Deep Miner Model relies on the same principal whereas
it fundamentally differs in terms of the targeted purpose and
from the implementation standpoint. Indeed, Deep Miner
aims to enrich the feature representation of deep neural net-
works in order to properly distinguish a person from an-
other one. Similar to the proposed Deep Miner model,
authors in [8] introduce a Salient Feature Extraction unit

1This loss function is used for our Deep Miner model training.

which suppresses the salient features learned in the previ-
ous cascaded stage thereby extracting other potential salient
features. Still, our method differs from [8] through differ-
ent aspects: (i) the erasing operation used in Deep Miner
is conceptually simpler – since it consists in averaging and
thresholding operations yielding an erasing mask – while
being very efficient in terms of outcome; (ii) the obtained
erasing mask is then multiplied by features maps of the
initial CNN backbone allowing to create an Input-Erased
branch that will discover new relevant features; (iii) by sim-
ply incorporating such simple Input-Erased branches into
the standard Resnet50 backbone, Deep Miner achieves
the same mAP in Market1501 as [8] which include many
other complex modules (e.g. attention modules); (iv) Deep
Miner contains a local branch with part level resolution that
is absent in [8] and the two models differ in the used at-
tention module; (v) finally, [8] integrates a non-local multi-
stage feature fusion which we found unnecessary for Deep
Miner to achieve high re-identification performance.

3. Proposed Method
This section presents in more details our proposed

method. As previously discussed, Deep Miner aims to en-
able the learning of more rich and fine grained features in
the context of person re-identification. Specifically, Deep
Miner relies on a given CNN backbone (e.g., Resnet50),
and enriching it with new branches (each of them is de-
scribed subsequently) to allow the network to mine richer
and more diverse features. The overall architecture of the
network is described in Figure 1.

3.1. Global Branch

The Global branch (G-branch) corresponds to a standard
CNN backbone like Resnet50. This backbone is com-
posed of B convolutional blocks2 Bi for i ∈ [B]3. The
output of each block is denoted Yi. We particularly apply
a global max pooling to the last convolutional layer (with
stride being set to 1) yielding to an output vector fg . The
global feature representation of a person is then obtained as
a linear transformation of fg .

3.2. Input Erased Branch

As we discussed earlier, recent works [4, 3, 32] have
demonstrated that CNNs tend to focus only on the most
discriminative parts of an image. In the context of person
re-identification, this behavior is problematic since the net-
work may not use important information to predict valuable
features to increase person identification.

To this end though, we propose to add new branches
to the initial backbone network to mine a larger diversity

2As a standard residual network block.
3The notation [n] = {1, . . . , n}.
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Figure 3: Erasing Operation (ErO).

of features from the images (yielding our Deep Miner pro-
posed method). Specifically, we add Input-Erased branches
(IE-branches) to the initial backbone. An IE-Branch can
be added after any convolutional block Bi4 of the global
branch and provide a feature vector in the same way as
the global branch. The convolutional block Bi+1 of the G-
branch takes as input the unerased feature maps Yi5, while
the corresponding block in the IE-branch takes as input a
partially erased version of it. An Erasing Operation (ErO)
(illustrated in Figure 3) is particularly applied to the feature
maps Yi in order to obtain the erased features denoted Y e

i .
The ErO operation consists first in compressing Yi through
channel-wise average pooling so to get the average features
maps Ỹi. A min-max normalization is then applied to Ỹi to
obtain Ỹ ni = MIN-MAX-NORM(Ỹi). Given a thresholding
parameter τ ∈ [0, 1], an erasing mask Mi is computed as
follows:

Mi(x, y) =

{
0, if Ỹ ni (x, y) > τ
1, otherwise

(1)

where I(x, y) stands for the pixel intensity at position (x, y)
of a 2D map I . As such, the erasing mask Mi is simply
obtained through averaging and thresholding operations.
Furthermore, the erased features Y e

i are then obtained by
element-wise multiplication between Mi and each channel
of Yi, i.e., Y e

i (c) =Mi�Yi(c) for c indexing the channels.
As depicted in Figure 1, creating an IE branch k at block

Bi of the backbone will result in an additional branch com-
posed of B − i convolutional blocks which we denote Bekj
for j ∈ {i+ 1, . . . , B}, each of them being identical to the
corresponding convolutional block of the main branch (G-
branch). In Figure 1, an IE-Branch 1 is created after the
block B2 (bottom IE-Branch). This IE-Branch is composed
of the blocks Be13 and Be14 which have the same layers ar-
chitecture as B3 and B4 and are initialised with same pre-
trained weights. If an attention module (subsection 3.4) is
added to the backbone, the same attention module is added
to the IE-branch. In the same way, another IE-Branch is cre-
ated after block B3. We stress however that the weights are

4If an attention module is used after block Bi, the IE-branch is added
after this attention module.

5If an attention module is used after block Bi, Yi stands for the output
of this attention module.
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Figure 4: Local Branch of Deep Miner.

not shared between the different branches during training,
so to let the network discover new features.

Like in the global branch, we apply a global max pooling
to the last convolutional layer of an IE Branch k yielding to
an output vector fek followed by a linear layer.

Note that a similar erasing operation was already in-
troduced in [8]. Nevertheless, the IE-branch in our pro-
posed Deep Miner model differs from [8] in two fundamen-
tal ways: (i) the erasing mask is computed differently in-
volving only a thresholding parameter τ . Indeed, ErO is
simply based on average pooling and thresholding opera-
tions, while [8] uses a complex salient feature extractor that
divides the features maps into several stripes, the selector
guiding each stripe to mine important information; (ii) the
erasing operation is performed in a cascaded way at the end
of the Resnet50 backbone in [8] , while it is performed at
different stages of the backbone in our Deep Miner model.
This notably allows our model to mine new relevant features
at different resolutions and semantic levels.

3.3. Local Branch

While the IE-erased branches help the network to mine
more diverse features, these branches are still based on the
global appearance of a person. To help the network to mine
local and more precise features, a local branch is added to
Deep Miner. This branch is placed after the convolutional
block B3 and is composed of the convolutional block Bl4
which have the same layers architecture as B4 and is ini-
tialised with the same pretrained weights. Like in the IE-
Branches, the weights are not shared between the different
branches during training, so to let the network discover new
localized features.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the local branch outputs fea-
tures maps that are then partitioned into 4 horizontal stripes.
A global average pooling is then applied to each strip to ob-
tain 4 local features vectors. The 4 local vectors are then
concatenated yielding to an output vector fl as performed
in [38].
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3.4. Attention Modules

Attention modules are commonly used in various deep
learning application tasks and specifically in the context of
person re-identification. The proposed Deep Miner model
is also compatible with attention modules, which notably
yield an enhancement of the model ability to retrieve more
relevant features. To stress out the effectiveness of attention
modules on the proposed method, we implement a simple
attention module composed of a Spatial Attention Module
(SAM) and a CHannel Attention Module (CHAM) which we
describe subsequently. Features maps Yi are first processed
by SAM, the result of which is then processed by CHAM.
The obtained features after SAM and CHAM are denoted
ATT(Yi) = CHAM(SAM(Yi)).

SAM focuses on the most relevant features within the
spatial dimension which is essentially based on [7, 38].
Indeed, SAM captures and aggregates related features in
the spatial domain. An illustration of this module is de-
picted in Figure 5. The input feature maps Yi of dimension
H×W×C corresponding to the output of the convolutional
block Bi are fed into two convolutional layers to get two
features maps Ai and Bi both of dimension H ×W × C

8 .
The tensor Ai is transposed and reshaped to shape D × C
and Bi is reshaped to C ×D, with D = H ×W . An affin-
ity matrix F̃i = Ar

i ·Br
i ∈ RD×D is computed by a matrix

multiplication between the reshaped tensors Ai and Bi de-
noted respectively as Ar

i and Br
i . A Softmax activation is

then applied to F̃i leading to Fi. After a reshaping opera-
tion, Yi is multiplied (map-wise) by Fi and a Batch Nor-
malization layer is applied to the resulting tensor followed
by a multiplication with a learnable scalar γ. This parame-
ter adjusts the importance of the SAM transformation. The
result is then added to the input Yi to get SAM(Yi), the re-
sulting tensor of the Spatial Attention Module.

X XSoft. BN +

Transpose
Conv

Conv
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Figure 5: Spatial Attention Module (SAM).

In contrast, CHAM as illustrated in Figure 6, explores the
correlation and the inter-dependencies between channel fea-
tures. It is specifically based on the Squeeze-and-Exitation
block [14]. Besides, compared to [14], the global average
pooling at the beginning of the block is removed to preserve
spatial information into the attention block. A convolutional
layer is applied to SAM(Yi) to obtain feature maps of size
H ×W × C

16 for which a second convolution layer is ap-
plied to obtain feature maps of size H ×W × C. A Soft-

max activation is applied to the result that is then multiplied
element-wise by SAM(Yi) to obtain the result of CHAM.
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Figure 6: CHannel Attention Module (CHAM).

As depicted in Figure 1, the attention module is placed
right after the blocks B2 and B3 of the G-branch as well as
after the block Be13 of IE-branch 1 (bottom IE branch).

3.5. Loss Functions

Each branch Br ∈ {g, l, e1, e2, . . .} (among global
branch, local branch and IE branches) outputs a correspond-
ing feature vector fBr. We apply the sames losses for each
feature vector, i.e., an ID loss with label smoothing LBrID , a
soft margin triplet loss LBrtriplet and a center loss LBrcenter yield-
ing a global loss for each branch Br as

LBr = LBrID + LBrtriplet + λLBrcenter (2)

where λ > 0 is an hyper-parameter (λ = 5 · 10−4 in all our
experiments). The ID loss is specifically defined as

LBrID = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

qi log
(
pBri
)

(3)

withN standing for the number of samples, pBri denotes the
predicted probability for identity i, while qi stands for the
(ground-truth) smoothed label, and is defined as

qi =

{
1− εN−1N , if i = y
ε
N , otherwise

(4)

where y is the (hard) ground-truth identity and ε is a pre-
cision parameter (ε = 0.1 in practice) used to enforce the
model to be less confident on the training set. Note that
we apply the BNNeck [21] to the feature vector fBr right
before the linear layer predicting the IDs probabilities.

The soft margin triplet loss LBrtriplet is employed to en-
hance the final ranking performance of the Re-ID model.
LBrtriplet is formally defined as

(5)

P∑
i =1

K∑
k =1

SOFTPLUS(max
`∈[K]

∥∥fBr(xik)− fBr(x
i
`)
∥∥
2

− min
j∈[P ]\{i}
`∈[K]

∥∥∥fBr(xik)− fBr(x
j
`)
∥∥∥
2
)
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where P stands for the number of identities per batch, K is
the number of samples per identity, xik is the k-th image of
person i and fBr(x

i
k) is the corresponding predicted feature

vector (extracted among the branches of Deep Miner).
Following [21], the Center Loss LBrcenter is also consid-

ered for training our Deep Miner model. It simultaneously
learns a center for deep features of each identity and penal-
izes the distances between the deep features and their corre-
sponding identity centers. As such, intra-class compactness
is increased. The Center Loss is particularly defined as

LBrcenter =
1

2

P∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

∥∥fBr(xik)− ciBr
∥∥2
2

(6)

where ciBr is the center of identity i for the branch Br.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental details

Deep Miner is implemented in PyTorch and trained on
a single Nvidia GV100 GPU. All images are resized into
384 × 128 pixels. Random Horizontal flipping and eras-
ing are used during training. Each mini batch consists of
N = P × n images where P is the number of randomly
selected identities and n is the number of samples per iden-
tity. We take P = 16 and n = 4. We employ Adam as the
optimizer with a warm-up strategy for the learning rate. We
spent 10 epochs linearly increasing the learning rate from
3.5×10−5 to 3.5×10−4. Then, the learning rate is decayed
to 3.5×10−5 and 3.5×10−6 at 40-th epoch and 70-th epoch
respectively. The model is trained until convergence. The
feature vector of an input image produced by Deep Miner
corresponds the concatenation of the feature vectors pre-
dicted by each branch after application of the BNNeck. A
Resnet50 backbone is used in all experiments.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

To compare the performance of the proposed method
with previous SOTA methods, the Cumulative Matching
Characteristics (CMC) at Rank-1 and mean Average Pre-
cision (mAP) are adopted.

4.3. Datasets

We considered four standard re-identification bench-
marks, the details of which are provided subsequently.

Market1501 [44] consists of 1501 identities and 32668
images. 12936 images of 751 subjects are used for training
while 19732 images of 750 subjects are used for testing with
3368 query images and 16364 gallery images. The images
are shot by six cameras. The Deformable Part Model is used
to generate the bounding boxes [11].

DukeMTMC-ReID [24] contains 36411 images of 1404
identities captured by more than 2 cameras. The training

subset contains 702 identities with 16522 images and the
testing subset has other 702 identities. The gallery set con-
tains 17661 images and the query set contains 2228 images.

CUHK03 [17] contains 1467 identities and a total of
14096 labeled images and 14097 detected captured by two
camera views. 767 identities are used for training and 700
identities are used for testing. The labeled dataset contains
7368 training images, 5328 gallery and 1400 query images
for testing, while the detected dataset contains 7365 images
for training, 5332 gallery, and 1400 query images for test.

MSMT17 [37] is the largest and more challenging per-
son Re-ID dataset. 4101 identities and 126441 images are
captured by a 15-camera network (12 outdoor and 3 indoor).
Faster RCNN [23] is used to annotate the bounding boxes.

4.4. Ablation Studies

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the IE and Local
branches on the performance of Deep Miner, we incremen-
tally evaluate each module on Market-1501. First, we eval-
uate the effect of the IE-branch.

Erasing threshold: We evaluate a model with a single
IE branch and vary the erasing threshold (Figure 7). Com-
pared to the baseline, adding the IE Branch improves the
mAP with all the evaluated thresholds. Nevertheless, a care-
ful choice of the optimal value of the threshold is needed for
an optimal performance. With a low threshold, too much
features are erased and the IE-Branch cannot mine new sig-
nificant features. With a high threshold, no enough features
are removed are the IE-branch does not discover new ones.
The highest scores are obtained with τ = 0.8 with 94.7%
Rank-1 score and 88.0% mAP score.

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
85

90

95

mAP

Rank-1

τ∗= 0.8

τ

P
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Figure 7: Influence of the erasing threshold τ with a sin-
gle IE-Branch. The IE-Branch is placed after B3, the third
Resnet50 convolution block. The baseline (only global
branch) has 94.2% Rank-1 and 84.7% mAP.

IE-Branch Position: We now evaluate the importance
of the position of the IE-branch (see Table 1). The IE-
branch has a significant impact on the model performance,
whatever its position in the CNN backbone. Still, the opti-
mal scores are obtained at a particular position of the back-
bone. In fact, the best scores are obtained when the IE-
branch is placed after the third convolution block with a
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94.7% Rank-1 and 88.0% mAP.

IE Branch Position mAP Rank-1

baseline (only global branch) 84.7 94.2
After block 1 87.0 94.3
After block 2 87.4 94.6
After block 3 88.0 94.7

Table 1: Influence of IE-Branch position (τ = 0.8).

Multiple IE-Branches: In this paragraph we evalu-
ate whether the incorporation of multiple IE-branches into
Deep Miner improves the results compared to a single IE-
branch. Table 2 shows that adding IE-branches after the
convolution block 3 and the convolutions block 1 or 2 im-
proves the re-identification performance. Indeed, multiple
IE-branches ensure that Deep Miner discovers new fea-
tures at different semantics levels of the initial backbone.
In particular, the optimal scores are obtained by adding
IE-branches after the blocks 2 and 3. However, adding
IE-branches after three different convolutional blocks does
not yield a significant improvement compared to the 2 IE-
branches architecture.

IE Branch Positions mAP Rank-1

After block 3 88.0 94.7
After blocks 2 and 3 88.5 95.3
After blocks 1 and 3 88.3 95.1
After blocks 1,2,3 88.2 95.0

Table 2: Influence of multiple IE-Branches (τ = 0.8).

Local Branch: Now we evaluate the effect of adding
a local branch. Table 3 shows that adding this branch to
the optimal Multiple IE-branches (obtained by the previous
ablation study, i.e., adding IE-branches after blocks 2 and
3) significantly improves the mAP (89.4% versus 88.5%).

Local Branch mAP Rank-1

No 88.5 95.3
Yes 89.4 95.2

Table 3: Influence of the Local Branch. IE-branches are
placed after blocks 2 and 3 (τ = 0.8).

Attention Modules: As previously discussed, attention
modules are shown to increase the performance of modern
person re-identification models. We therefore evaluate in
this part the effect of such modules on Deep Miner. Table
4 shows that the attention module described in Subsection
3.4 helps the proposed model to mine relevant features with
a 1.0% absolute mAP improvement.

In the next section, we consider the optimal Deep Miner
model obtained through this ablation studies which we com-

Attention Module mAP Rank-1

No 89.4 95.2
SAM 90.2 95.5
CHAM 89.4 95.5
SAM & CHAM 90.4 95.7

Table 4: Influence of the Attention Module. IE-branches are
placed after blocks 2 and 3 (τ = 0.8) and a Local branch is
used.

Method Backbone mAP Rank-1

Deep Miner Resnet50 90.40 95.70

∗+ PLR OSNet [38] OSNet 88.90 95.60
~HOReID [35] Resnet50 84.9 94.2
∗+ SCSN [8] Resnet50 88.50 95.70
∗ ABDNet [7] Resnet50 88.28 95.60
+ Pyramid [43] Resnet101 88.20 95.70
DCDS [1] Resnet101 85.80 94.81
∗+ MHN [5] Resnet50 85.00 95.10
+ MGN [19] Resnet50 86.9 95.70
BFE [10] Resnet50 86.20 95.30
∗+CASN [45] Resnet50 82.80 94.40
∗+AANet [33] Resnet152 83.41 93.93
∗ IANet [13] Resnet50 83.10 94.40
∗+ VPM [29] Resnet50 80.80 93.00
~PSE+ECN [25] Resnet50 80.50 90.40
+ PCB+RPP [31] Resnet50 81.60 93.80
+ PCB [31] Resnet50 77.40 92.30
~Pose-transfer [20] DenseNet169 56.90 78.50
~SPReID [16] Resnet152 83.36 93.68

* RGA-SC [42] Resnet50 88.4 96.1
SNR [15] Resnet50 84.70 94.40
OSNet [47] OSNet 84.9 94.8
Tricks [21] SEResNet101 87.30 94.60
∗Mancs [34] Resnet50 82.30 93.10
PAN [46] Resnet50 63.40 82.80
SVDNet [30] Resnet50 62.10 82.30

*Attention related, +Stripes Related, ~Pose or human pose related

Table 5: Comparison with state-of-the-art person Re-ID
methods on the Market1501 dataset.

pare to State-of-the-art methods in terms of mAP and Rank-
1 score. Specifically, we define the Deep Miner model as a
Resnet50 with two IE-branches placed after blocks 2 and
3, a local branch and attention modules (see Figure 1).

4.5. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

Now we compare our proposed Deep Miner model with
recent SOTA methods to demonstrate its effectiveness and
robustness compared to more advanced methods.

Market1501: Table 5 shows the results on the Mar-
ket1501 dataset. We divide the methods into two groups:
methods that uses local features (top of the table) and
methods that uses only global features (bottom). Deep
Miner significantly outperforms previous methods in terms
of the mAP score and has the same Rank-1 score as the
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Method Backbone mAP Rank-1
Deep Miner Resnet50 81.80 91.20
∗+ PLR OSNet [38] OSNet 81.20 91.60
~HOReID [35] Resnet50 75.60 86.90
∗+ SCSN [8] Resnet50 79.00 91.00
∗ ABDNet [7] Resnet50 78.60 89.00
+ Pyramid [43] Resnet101 79.00 89.00
DCDS [1] Resnet101 75.50 87.50
∗+ MHN [5] Resnet50 77.20 89.10
+ MGN [19] Resnet50 78.40 88.70
BFE [10] Resnet50 75.90 88.90
∗+CASN [45] Resnet50 73.70 87.70
∗+AANet [33] Resnet50 74.29 87.65
∗ IANet [13] Resnet50 73.40 83.10
∗+ VPM [29] Resnet50 72.60 83.60
~PSE+ECN [25] Resnet50 75.70 84.50
+ PCB+RPP [31] Resnet50 69.20 83.30
~Pose-transfer [20] Densenet169 56.90 78.50
~SPReID [16] Resnet152 73.34 85.95
SNR [15] Resnet50 72.9 84.4
OSNet [47] OSNet 73.50 88.60
Tricks [21] SeResnet101 78.00 87.50
∗Mancs [34] Resnet50 71.80 84.90
PAN [46] Resnet50 51.51 71.59
SVDNet [30] Resnet50 56.80 76.70

*Attention related, +Stripes Related, ~Pose or human pose related

Table 6: Comparison with state-of-the-art person Re-ID
methods on the DukeMTMC-ReID dataset.

Method Backbone Labeled Detected
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

Deep Miner Resnet50 84.7 86.6 81.4 83.5
∗+ PLR OSNet [38] OSNet 80.5 84.6 77.2 80.4
∗+ SCSN [8] Resnet50 84.00 86.80 81.00 84.70
+ Pyramid [43] Resnet101 76.90 78.90 74.80 78.90
∗+ MHN [5] Resnet50 72.40 77.20 65.40 71.70
+ MGN [19] Resnet50 67.40 68.00 66.00 68.00
BFE [10] Resnet50 76.60 79.40 73.50 76.40
∗+CASN [45] Resnet50 68.00 73.70 64.40 71.50
+ PCB+RPP [31] Resnet50 - - 57.50 63.70
OSNet [47] OSNet - - 67.8 72.3
Tricks [21] SeResnet101 70.40 72.00 68.00 69.60
∗Mancs [34] Resnet50 63.90 69.00 60.50 65.50

*Attention related, +Stripes Related,

Table 7: Comparison with state-of-the-art person Re-ID
methods on the the CUHK03 dataset with the 767/700 split.

SOTA methods SCSN and Pyramid while being conceptu-
ally much simpler than the former. We also stress that Deep
Miner surpasses methods that use stronger backbones while
we only consider Resnet50. In fact, authors in [43] and
[1] use Resnet101 while authors in [33] and [16] use a
Resnet152. Moreover, Deep Miner – with a local branch
that uses only 4 stripes – surpasses more complex meth-
ods like Pyramid that uses a pyramidal feature set and a
large number of stripes. Overall, the proposed Deep Miner
model surpasses all SOTA methods of the global features
group demonstrating its ability to mine more diverse and
richer features for person re-identification.

DukeMTMC-ReID: Similar to Market1501, results in

Method Backbone mAP Rank-1
Deep Miner Resnet50 67.30 85.60
∗+ SCSN [8] Resnet50 58.50 83.80
∗ ABDNet [7] Resnet50 60.80 82.30
BFE [10] Resnet50 51.50 78.80
∗ IANet [13] Resnet50 46.80 75.50
GLAD[36] Resnet50 34.00 61.40
PDC[28] GoogLeNet 29.70 58.00

*Attention related, +Stripes Related

Table 8: Comparison with state-of-the-art person Re-ID
methods on the MSMT17 dataset.

Table 6 show that Deep Miner achieves optimal mAP scores
compared to all SOTA methods on this dataset.

CUHK03: The results are shown in Table 7. Note that
this dataset is more challenging than the previous ones in the
sense that it contains fewer number of samples and has lim-
ited viewpoint variations. The proposed Deep Miner model
is shown to achieve the optimal mAP score compared to
SOTA methods. Indeed, Deep Miner exceeds PLR OSNet
by 4.2% in mAP on the labeled dataset and exceeds SCSN
by 0.7%. On the detected dataset, it surpasses PLR OSNet
by 3.2% and SCSN by 0.4%. These experimental results
notably express the benefits of the feature mining method,
even under the condition of limited training samples.

MSMT17: Lastly, Table 8 shows the results on the
MSMT17 dataset, which is the more recent and largest
dataset. Note that Deep Miner significantly outperforms all
SOTA methods in terms of both mAP and Rank-1 scores.
Notably, we obtain a significant gain of 6.5% mAP com-
pared to the best SOTA method on this dataset.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduced Deep Miner, a multi-branch net-

work that mines rich and diverse features for person re-
identification. This model is composed of three types of
branches that are all complementary to each other: the
global branch extracts general features of the person; the
Input-Erased branches mine richer and more diverse fea-
tures; the Local branch looks for fine grained details.
Specifically, our main insight is to add to a given back-
bone Input-Erased Branches which take as input partially
erased features maps (through a simple erasing strategy)
and find new features ignored by the backbone branch. Ex-
tensive experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed Deep Miner model and its superiority in terms
of performance compared to much more complex SOTA
methods. It is worth noting that the proposed Deep Miner
model makes 6.5% mAP improvement on the MSMT17
dataset – the largest and more complex existing person re-
identification dataset.
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